Abstract

A number of proposed challenges for the Automated Certificate Management Environment (ACME) effectively rely on an external authority issuing a token according to a particular policy. This document specifies a generic Authority Token challenge for ACME which supports subtype claims different identifiers or namespaces that can be defined to represent a specific application of this Authority Token challenge.
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1. Introduction

ACME [I-D.ietf-acme-acme] is a mechanism for automating certificate management on the Internet. It enables administrative entities to prove effective control over resources like domain names, and automates the process of generating and issuing certificates.

In some cases, proving effective control over an identifier requires an attestation from a third party who has authority over the resource, for example, an external policy administrator for a namespace other than the DNS application ACME was originally designed to support. In order to automate the process of issuing certificates for those resources, this specification defines a generic Authority Token challenge that ACME servers can issue in order to acquire such a token. The challenge contains a type indication that tells the client what sort of token it needs to acquire. It is expected that the Authority Token challenge will be usable for a variety of identifier types.

For example, the system of [I-D.ietf-acme-service-provider] provides a mechanism that allows service providers to acquire certificates corresponding to a Service Provider Code (SPC) as defined in [I-D.ietf-stir-certificates] by consulting an external authority responsible for those codes. Furthermore, Communications Service Providers (CSPs) can delegate authority over numbers to their customers, and those CSPs who support ACME can then help customers to acquire certificates for those numbering resources with ACME. This can permit number acquisition flows compatible with those shown in
Another, similar example would a mechanism that permits CSPs to delegate authority for particular telephone numbers to customers, as described in [I-D.ietf-acme-telephone].

### 2. Terminology

In this document, the key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

### 3. Challenges for an Authority Token

Proving that a device on the Internet has effective control over a non-Internet resource is not as straightforward as proving control over an Internet resources like a DNS zone or a web page. There has been considerable interest in using ACME to issue certificates associated with telephone numbers and service provider identifiers used in the telephone network, for example. Provided that the issuer of identifiers in a namespace, or someone acting on the issuer's behalf, can implement a service that grants Authority Tokens to the people to whom it has issued identifiers, a generic token could be used as a response to an ACME challenge. This specification, therefore, defines an Authority Token issued by authority over a namespace to an ACME client for delivery to a CA in response to a challenge. Authority over a hierarchical namespace can also be delegated, so that delegates of a root authority can themselves act as Token Authorities for certain types of names.

This architecture assumes a trust relationship between CAs and Token Authorities: that CAs are willing to accept the attestation of Token Authorities for particular types of identifiers as sufficient proof to issue a credential. It furthermore assumes that ACME clients have a relationship with Token Authorities which permits them to authenticate and authorize the issuance of Authority Tokens to the proper entities. This ACME challenge has no applicability to identifiers or authorities where those pre-associations cannot be assumed.

ACME challenges that support Authority Tokens therefore need to specify the type of tkauth token they require; CAs can even provide a hint in their challenges to ACME clients that tells them how to find a Token Authority who can issue tokens for a given namespace. This challenge type thus requires a new "tkauth-type" element, and may optionally supply a "token-authority" designating a location where tokens can be acquired. The set of "tkauth-type" values and the semantic requirements for those tokens are tracked by an IANA
registry. Here we as an example we use a token type of "ATC", for the Authority Token Challenge, which is further documented below. Taking the identifier example of TNAuthList from [I-D.ietf-acme-service-provider], a challenge might look as follows:

```json
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/json
Link: <https://example.com/acme/some-directory>;rel="directory"

{
  "status": "pending",
  "identifier": {
    "type": "TNAuthList",
    "value": ["1234"]
  },
  "challenges": [
    {
      "type": "tkauth-01",
      "tkauth-type": "ATC",
      "token-authority": "https://authority.example.org/authz",
      "url": "https://boulder.example.com/authz/asdf/0"
      "token": "IlirfxKKXAsHtmzK29Pj8A"
    }
  ]
}
```

Entities receiving this challenge know that they can as a proof acquire a ATC token from the designated token authority, and that this authority can provide tokens corresponding the identifier type of "TNAuthList". Once the ATC has been acquired by the ACME Client, it can be posted back to the URL given by the ACME challenge.
The "ATC" field in this response contains the Authority Token.

### 3.1. Token Type Requirements

The IANA will control a registry of token-types under a policy of Specification Required. In order to register a new token-type, specifications must meet the following requirements.

While Authority Token types do not need to be specific to a namespace, every token must carry enough information for a CA to determine the name that it will issue a certificate for. Some types of Authority Tokens might be reusable for a number of different namespaces; other authority tokens might be specific to a particular type of name. Therefore, in defining token-types, future specifications must indicate how a token conveys to the CA the name that the Token Authority is attesting that the ACME client controls.

In most cases, an ACME client will need a protocol to request and retrieve an Authority Token. The Token Authority will require certain information from an ACME client in order to ascertain that it is the right entity to request a certificate for a particular name. The protocols used to request an Authority Token MUST convey to the Token Authority the identifier type and value from the ACME challenge, as well as the nonce, and those MUST be reflected in the Authority Token. Exactly how the Token Authority authenticates and authorizes ACME clients to receive Authority Tokens is out of the scope of this document.

Because the assignment of resources can change over time, demonstrations of authority must be regularly refreshed. Definitions
of a token-type MUST specify how they manage the freshness of authority assignments. Typically, a CA will expect a regular refreshing of the token.

3.2. Authority Token Type for ATC

This specification pre-populates the token-type registry with a token-type for "ATC".

Here the "ATC" token-type signifies a standard JWT token [RFC7519] using a JWS-defined signature string [RFC7515]. This may be used for any number of different identifier types given in ACME challenges.

For this ACME Authority Token usage of JWT, the payload of the JWT OPTIONALLY contain an "iss" indicating the Token Authority that generated the token, if the "x5u" element in the header does not already convey that information; typically, this will be the same location that appeared in the "token-authority" field of the ACME challenge. In order to satisfy the requirement for replay prevention the JWT MUST contain a "jti" element, and an "exp" claim.

The JWT payload must also contain a new JWT claim, "atc", for Authority Token Challenge, which contains three elements in an array: the identifier type, the identifier value, and the nonce. The identifier type and value are those given in the ACME challenge and conveyed to the Token Authority by the ACME client. Again, following the example of [I-D.ietf-acme-service-provider], this could be the TNAuthList, as defined in [RFC8226], that the Token Authority is attesting. Practically speaking, that may contain a list of Service Provider Code elements, telephone number range elements, and/or individual telephone numbers. The nonce is taken from the original Replay-Nonce header field of the ACME challenge.

So for example:

```json
{ "typ":"JWT",
 "alg":"ES256",
 "x5u":"https://authority.example.org/cert"

{ "iss":"https://authority.example.org/authz",
 "exp":1300819380,
 "jti":"id6098364921",
 "atc":{"TnAuthList","1234","Q_s3MwoqT05TrdKm2MTCw"} }
```

[More TBD. Need to add how the JWT reflects that the resource is delegatable. Need to show the request to the Token Authority as well.]
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5. IANA Considerations

Future versions of this specification will include registrations for the ACME Challenge type registries here. It will also create a registry for "token types" as used in these challenges.

6. Security Considerations

The capture of Authority Tokens by an adversary could enable an attacker to acquire a certificate from a CA. Therefore, all Authority Tokens MUST contain a field that identifies to the CA which ACME client requested the token from the authority. All Authority Tokens must specify an expiry (of the token itself as proof for a CA, as opposed to the expiry of the name), and for some application, it may make sense of that expiry to be quite short. Authority Tokens must also contain a nonce that will enable a CA to detect a replayed Authority Token. Any protocol used to retrieve Authority Tokens from an authority MUST use confidentiality to prevent eavesdroppers from acquiring an Authority Token.

More TBD.
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